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高一英语第十五期·语法自测

II. Grammar and Vocabulary 高一

Directions: Beneath each of the following sentences there are four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the one
answer that best completes the sentence. 非

1. To Lee, _____ of advice may discourage him.
A. a list too long B. a too long list C. too long a list D. a list of long

2. The square itself is five hundred yards wide, five times _____ the size of St. Peter’s in Rome.
A. / B. that of C. which is D. of

3. We have to wait _____ three weeks to know the result.
A. other more B. a further C. a farther D. least

4. Who is ____ student in your class?
A. the third tallest B. third tall C. the third tall D. the-third-tallest

5. We don’t care if a hunting dog smells _____, but we really don’t want him to smell _____.
A. well…well B. bad…bad C. well…badly D. badly…bad

6. My dad bought me a _____ yesterday.
A. bamboo long fishing pole B. long bamboo fishing pole
C. pole long, bamboo, and fishing D. bamboo fishing long pole

7. – You don’t look very _____. Are you ill? – No. I’m just a bit tired.
A. good B. well C. strong D. healthy

8. As I know, there is _____ car in this neighborhood.
A. no such B. no a C. not such D. no such a

9. You can never be _____ careful in the street.
A. much B. very C. so D. too

10. Boris has brains. In fact, I doubt whether anyone in the class has _____ IQ.
A. a high B. a higher C. the higher D. the highest

11. The director gave me a better offer than _____.
A. that of Dick’s B. Dick’s C. he gave Dick D. those of Dick

12. The Great Wall is ____ tourist attraction that millions of people pour in every year.
A. so a well-known B. a so well-known C. such well-known a D. such a well-known

13. Ernest visited the South Pole because he wanted to see one of the ____ regions in the world.
A. colder B. coldest C. more coldly D. most coldly

14. It took us quite a long time to get to the amusement park. It was ____ journey.
A. three hour B. a three-hours C. a three-hour D. three hours

15. ____ you may have, you should gather your courage to face the challenge.
A. However a serious problem B. What a serious problem
C. However serious a problem D. What serious a problem
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